Objective: In this study, we investigate the brain mechanisms of the conscious regulation of the desire for food using functional magnetic resonance imaging. Further, we examine associations between hemodynamic responses and participants' cognitive restraint of eating (CRE), as well as their susceptibility to uncontrolled eating. Subjects: Seventeen non-vegetarian, right-handed, female Caucasian participants (age: 20-30 years, mean 25.3 years±3.1 s.d.; BMI: 20.2-31.2 kg m À2 , mean 25.1 ± 3.5 s.d.). Measurements: During scanning, our participants viewed pictures of food items they had pre-rated according to tastiness and healthiness. Participants were either allowed to admit to the desire for the food (ADMIT) or they were instructed to downregulate their desire using a cognitive reappraisal strategy, that is, thinking of negative long-term health-related and social consequences (REGULATE).
Introduction
Obesity is associated with an increased risk of type-2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and certain cancers. Furthermore, a recent study showed an alarming link to all-cause mortality. 1 Because of its high impact on quality of life and expenditure on healthcare, obesity is a major challenge for modern societies. 2 Given the low efficiency of conventional therapeutic approaches, it is important to explore new avenues for the prevention of and therapeutic intervention in obesity.
From an evolutionary point of view, losing weight is more dangerous than gaining weight. In fact, before industrialization, being slightly overweight was advantageous for survival. Therefore, no strong physiological obesity signal seems to have evolved. Nevertheless, eating behavior can be consciously modulated (for example, during dieting), which renders strengthening control over eating behavior a promising approach for therapeutic strategies. This first requires a better understanding of the behavioral and neural correlates that regulate food intake and the conscious control of food choice.
Regulation of food intake is based on two major interacting systems. On the one hand, homeostatic needs affect the behavior mediated by gastrointestinal hormones and hypothalamic integration. 3, 4 On the other hand, the pleasure from food intake can provide reinforcement beyond homeostatic value and lead to overindulgence in high-caloric food.
The hedonic component of feeding behavior is suggested to be mediated by reward-related cortical and sub-cortical systems, that is, the ventral striatum, the ventral tegmental area and the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). [4] [5] [6] [7] There is growing evidence suggesting that obesity is related to an imbalance of homeostatic and hedonic systems. 4 However, little is known about the brain function that allows individuals to consciously control their behavior in the context of food choice.
Here, we investigate the neural mechanisms of the intentional regulation of the desire for food using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In a recent study exploring the automatic (implicit) cognitive control of food choice, Hare et al. 8 found that activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) indirectly modulated valuationrelated activity in medial OFC. This suggests that cognitive control-related regions have a key role in the incorporation of long-term considerations into basic valuation processes. However, for the development of therapeutic strategies in obesity, it is extremely important to understand the conscious (explicit) regulation in the context of food choice. Recently, Kober et al. 9 showed that smokers were able to regulate their craving for cigarettes and food by using cognitive reappraisal strategies. Using fMRI, they observed increased hemodynamic responses in the prefrontal control regions (that is, DLPFC, lateral OFC and dorsomedial PFC) and reduced activation in the ventral striatum, the medial OFC, the anterior cingulum and the ventral tegmental area during the active regulation of craving for cigarettes and food. However, given that smoking strongly influences appetite and food intake, 10 these results do not necessarily transfer to the regulation of the mere desire for food in general, and to non-smokers in particular.
In our experiments, we asked participants to reinterpret the subjective value of unhealthy food with respect to longterm consequences (that is, negative effects on health and social life). Reinterpretation is well known as a cognitive strategy in emotion regulation and is suggested to also be applicable to craving for drugs and reward expectation. [11] [12] [13] Of special interest in this context is the interdependence between brain activation and the general tendency of individuals to restrict their food intake, on the one hand, or their susceptibility to uncontrolled eating, on the other. These measures are addressed by the three-factor eating questionnaire, 14, 15 which we used to explore the eating behavior of our participants.
In this study, we address three main questions: First, are individuals able to regulate their desire for palatable food using the aforementioned reinterpretation? Second, which neural patterns mediate the regulation of the desire for food, and do these patterns overlap with those reported previously for the regulation of drug craving? Third, do individual differences in cognitive restraint and disinhibition in the context of eating relate to increased activity in the prefrontal control regions and reward-related regions while admitting to or regulating the desire for food? Experiments were conducted only in a period between the third and thirteenth day of the menstrual cycle to avoid the confounding effects of the changes in eating and appetite during the peri-ovulatory period and luteal phase of the female cycle. 3 Furthermore, participants completed the paradigm between 1400 and 1800 hours, and we asked the participants to not eat for at least 6 h before the fMRI experiment to increase the desire for the food shown and to avoid confounding effects of individual satiety. In retrospect, we excluded one subject owing to extensive head motion and two subjects because of thyroid hypo-function. 
Materials and methods

Participants
Paradigm
Before the experiment, each volunteer rated the content of 180 food images according to tastiness and healthiness. These images exclusively depicted high-caloric food (calorie content 4190 kcal per 100 gram) and were matched for luminance and image space coverage. For each participant, we chose images they rated as 'unhealthy' (rating 1 or 2 on a scale for healthiness of 1-4; rating 1 was preferred over rating 2), with 30 images that they rated as tasty and 30 images showing food they rated as non-tasty. This was to ensure we presented each participant with images of food Neural correlates of regulating food desire M Hollmann et al she perceived as being unhealthy but highly appetizing. During the fMRI experiments, volunteers viewed every food image for 6 s under two conditions. The first condition (ADMIT) was indicated by visual presentation of the German word 'zulassen' (admit) and instructed the participant to admit to her desire to eat the food shown in the following three images. The second condition (REGULATE) was indicated by the word 'unterdrücken' (suppress) and the associated instruction was to downregulate the desire for the following three food presentations by thinking about the long-term consequences of eating the food. For every trial, the volunteers rated their performance by pressing one of four buttons with the fingers of the right hand (see Figure 1 for the design of a single trial).
An fMRI session was split into two runs with 20 trials each and a break of 3 min. Each trial consisted of three food images. Every image was shown once in the REGULATE condition and also once in the ADMIT condition. Thus, each session consisted of 40 trials with 120 presentations of 60 different food items overall.
Imaging procedure
We measured Blood-Oxygen-Level Dependence (BOLD) in the above-described paradigm using a 3 T whole-body MRI scanner (TIM Trio; Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). The visual stimuli were projected by an LCD beamer onto a transparent screen inside the magnet bore. The imaging protocol consisted of a gradient echo EPI sequence for BOLD imaging using a repetition time (TR) of 2 s, time to echo (TE) of 27 ms and a flip angle of 901. Thirty interleaved slices covering the whole brain were acquired in an oblique anterior commissure-posterior commissure orientation. We used a matrix size of 64 Â 64 and a spatial resolution of 3.0 Â 3.0 Â 3.6 mm 3 , with a gap of 10% between slices, resulting in an effective slice thickness of 3.96 mm.
In each experimental run, we acquired 507 scans, which resulted in 1014 functional scans for every volunteer. The first five scans of each run were discarded to account for magnetic saturation effects. We analyzed the functional data using SPM 5 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) and Matlab 2009a (http:// www.mathworks.com/). Pre-processing consisted of timeacquisition correction to the slice obtained at TR/2, motion correction and normalization to the standard MNI template brain using individual high-resolution, T1-weighted structural images. Normalization resulted in a voxel size of 3 Â 3 Â 3 mm 3 . Additionally, functional images were highpass-filtered (filter size 128 s) and spatially smoothed with an 8-mm isotropic Gaussian kernel.
On the single-subject level, we defined a general linear model (GLM) including four regressors, REGULATE_TASTY, REGULATE_NONTASTY, ADMIT_TASTY and ADMIT_NON-TASTY. These regressors were convolved with a doublegamma hemodynamic response model and examined the BOLD response to the epoch of 6 s during which food items were shown. Furthermore, we included individual performance ratings as a parametric modulator and the realignment parameters were added as nuisance regressors to account for residual motion effects. The resulting GLM was corrected for temporal autocorrelation using a first-order autoregressive model (AR-1). For the second-level analysis that was based on the contrast estimates of the single-subject analysis, we designed a flexible factorial GLM including the factors 'Subject', 'Regulation' and 'Taste'.
Volunteers also completed a questionnaire that assessed the individual cognitive restraint of eating (CRE) as well as disinhibition in the context of eating. 14, 15 We used these measures as covariates in additional GLMs to identify brain areas showing activation that correlates with this eatingrelated cognitive restraint in the conditions ADMIT_TASTY and REGULATE_TASTY.
Results
Performance ratings
During the fMRI experiment, volunteers rated their performance in every trial according to the question: 'How well did you complete the task?'. On a scale of 1 to 4 (1 ¼ very bad; 4 ¼ very good), the following average ratings were given (condition: mean±s.e.): ADMIT_TASTY: 3.51±0.04; REGU-LATE_TASTY: 2.96 ± 0.04; ADMIT_NONTASTY: 3.11 ± 0.03; REGULATE_NONTASTY: 3.41 ± 0.03. or 'Suppress') was effective for the three following food images. All food images shown in one trial belonged to either the category 'tasty' or 'nontasty', according to pre-experimental ratings. Volunteers rated their performance for every trial on a scale of 1 to 4 through a button-press inside the scanner. fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging.
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Subjective ratings of the performance in the condition REGULATE_TASTY were significantly above the average of 2.5 (Po0.05), which shows that, from a subjective point of view, the volunteers were able to regulate their desire for the palatable food. This notion was additionally supported by self-reports on the desire for the food in the regulation condition assessed by an informal questionnaire that was filled out after each experiment. As expected, regulation of the desire for tasty food was more demanding than admitting to the desire, resulting in a significant difference in the performance ratings between the conditions ADMIT_ TASTY and REGULATE_TASTY (Po0.05, paired t-test).
Hemodynamic responses
As the most interesting issue here is the understanding of the cognitive control over the desire for palatable food items, we will restrict the results reported for the regulation task to the conditions in which 'tasty' food was shown (according to individual pre-ratings). We observed highly significant results in the contrast of second-level GLM estimates for REGULATE_TASTY versus ADMIT_TASTY (Figure 2 ). Among these were the bilateral OFC, the bilateral inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)/anterior insula, the bilateral DLPFC, the rostral supplementary motor area (pre-supplementary motor area) and the bilateral temporo-parietal junction. The localization and volume of areas with significantly increased hemodynamic responses are given in detail in Table 1 . In the reverse contrast, no significant activation was found.
We additionally tested whether neural activation connected to hedonic eating is represented in our data by analyzing the contrast ADMIT_TASTY versus ADMIT_NON-TASTY at the group level. We observed activation in the ventral striatum (MNI coordinates: 9, 15, 0; Z-value: 4.09; Po0.001, uncorrected), the right central insula/gustatory cortex (MNI coordinates: 42, 15, À6; Z-value: 4.11; Po0.001, uncorrected) and the ventral PFC (left MNI coordinates: À30, 33, À9; Z-value: 3.55; Po0.001, uncorrected; right MNI coordinates: 33, 30, À9; Z-value: 3.98; Po0.001, uncorrected), brain regions well known to be associated with hedonic feeding.
In our sample, we observed a very low variance, that is, 5. 
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Discussion
Here, we show that healthy volunteers are able to regulate their desire for hedonic foods using a cognitive reinterpretation strategy consisting of thoughts on long-term social and health-related consequences owing to ingestion of the food shown. This regulation process involves a reliable pattern of activated brain regions known to be involved in cognitive control across subjects, which suggests that high cognitive effort is crucial for strengthening control over the desire for palatable but unhealthy food.
Neural mechanisms of regulating the desire for food During active regulation of the desire for unhealthy food, we observed significantly increased neural responses in DLPFC, a brain region known to be involved in cognitive control, as well as the IFG and the pre-supplementary motor area, which both underpin response inhibition ( Figure 2 and Table 1 ). 17, 18 These results are in agreement with previous studies investigating the implicit regulation of food choice and craving for cigarettes. For example, Hare et al. 8 found increased responses in the left DLPFC when dieters with high self-control (compared with dieters with low self-control; as assessed by choice of healthy or unhealthy food) chose healthy over unhealthy food in an implicit regulation experiment. Furthermore, Kober et al. reported increased hemodynamic responses in the prefrontal control areas when heavy smokers explicitly regulated their craving for cigarettes and food. The prefrontal control network is typically found in tasks requiring executive control, goal maintenance, resolution of working memory interference and response inhibition. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] These control mechanisms are typically recruited when external influences are integrated into internalized concepts and goals to achieve coherent behavior. Our results suggest that top-down control mechanisms are important for deliberate regulation of the desire for food using cognitive strategies. The recruitment of such cognitive control systems supports the notion that our volunteers successfully controlled their desire, although we cannot directly quantify the 'amount' of control in the task applied. An important prerequisite for optimized behavior is the appropriate evaluation of alternatives. The orbitofrontal cortex has repeatedly been suggested to have a major role in the valuation of external influences (that is, coding the reward value of reinforcers or the costs of punishments) independent of the reward domain. 7, [25] [26] [27] These evaluation processes are also crucial for food choices. 6 The cognitive reinterpretation strategy used in our experiment involves evaluation of long-term social and health-related consequences, which suggests that the activation in the lateral OFC observed in our experiment during the regulation condition is connected to evaluating the negative consequences of eating unhealthy food. This interpretation is supported by the findings of Vorhold et al., 28 who observed activation of the left lateral OFC during evaluation of prospective punishment. Besides brain regions involved in cognitive control and evaluation processes, we found increased neural activation in the anterior insula and the temporo-parietal junction during active regulation. These regions are frequently reported in the context of interoceptive awareness and self-reflection, 29, 30 corroborating the idea that the reinterpretation strategy used here is connected to the perception of the internal body state and mentalizing about its future appearance. Further evidence for this interpretation comes from subjects' reports on strategies they used during the regulation condition. They reported thoughts about the impact of the unhealthy food on their physical appearance. During active downregulation of food desire, we also found enhanced hemodynamic responses in the head of the caudate nucleus, a sub-region with specific connections to the lateral PFC, 31 supporting the notion of a prefrontalstriatal circuitry that allows cognitive integration of alternatives to guide subsequent behavior.
32,33
The impact of individual differences on brain activity Given the quite heterogeneous abilities of individuals to control their calorie intake, individual differences in genoand phenotype are of special interest in the context of eating behavior. Here, we concentrated on the interaction of brain activation and phenotypical characteristics of individuals, that is, the tendency to regulate their food intake and disinhibition in food choice. We used the German version of the well-known three-factor eating questionnaire to assess CRE and disinhibition. It is important to note that the measure 'cognitive restraint' is connected to the tendency to limit calorie intake in order to prevent weight gain or to achieve weight loss. Low values on this scale correspond to eating behavior that is predominantly constrained by hunger and satiety signals, and thus by homeostatic needs. By contrast, high values indicate high cognitive control over eating because homeostatic feedback is not sufficient to regulate food intake and a lack of deliberate control would lead to obesity. 14,15 Accordingly, CRE values positively correlate with BMI, 15 which was also the case in the subjects who participated in our study (r ¼ 0.78, Po0.0002).
To assess brain regions underpinning CRE, we correlated CRE values with hemodynamic brain responses. We observed a significant positive correlation between CRE values and cortical responses in the left DLPFC in the REGULATE_TASTY condition and even a trend toward positive correlation in the ADMIT_TASTY condition (Figure 3) . Interestingly, we also found a very reliable positive association between activation in a region located more anterior and inferior to the above-mentioned cortical area (that is, DLPFC/BA10) and CRE values for both admitting to and regulating the desire for tasty food (Figure 4 ). Both regions are suggested to participate in a cascading model of cognitive control with Neural correlates of regulating food desire M Hollmann et al divisions into hierarchical processes (that is, episodic control, contextual control and control of stimulus-response associations). 34 All these functions can be assigned to areas in the LPFC reaching from the rostral to the caudal to the pre-motor compartments. Evidence supporting the assumption that the DLPFC also has a crucial role in the cognitive control of eating behavior comes from a recent study by Cornier et al. 35 Using fMRI, they found increased hemodynamic responses in the DLPFC of women to visually presented food after a eucaloric diet, suggesting increased automatic alertness and inhibitory effects owing to dieting. The correlations observed in our subjects suggest that individuals with high cognitive control over eating behavior (that is, high CRE values) show enhanced hemodynamic responses in the control-related prefrontal areas not only during the regulation of desire for food but, interestingly, also when admitting to it. The latter finding points to an automatic evaluation process by the DLPFC that by default considers the negative consequences of unhealthy food even when subjects try to admit to the desire for food. Interestingly, CRE values correlate not only with neural responses in the DLPFC but also with BMI, suggesting that the DLPFC automatically evaluates the negative consequences of unhealthy food, most likely to counterbalance a lack of homeostatic signaling.
In fact, cognitive control of eating was also associated significantly with hemodynamic responses in the dorsal striatum (DS), that is, the head of the caudate nucleus ( Figure 5 ). As mentioned above, it is assumed that neurons in DS are sensitive to the integration of a reward and goaldirected behavior. Our regression analysis suggests that individuals with higher CRE show higher activation not only in the DLPFC but also in the interconnected caudate nucleus, 31 both sub-serving cognitive control over eating behavior. Stice et al. 5 reported an association between responses in the caudate during food consumption and weight gain of volunteers over a 6-month period, and concluded that lowered striatal response to palatable food increases the risk for weight gain in the future. The rationale behind this conclusion was the fact that overeating reduces the reward-related response of the striatum to palatable food intake. However, our results suggest an alternate interpretation: Increased responses in the caudate head are connected to increased cognitive control rather than to a low-caloric diet, given that high values in CRE also predict the prospective success of dieting. 15 In the context of eating behavior, it is important to account for differences between genders. There are numerous studies showing major sex-related differences in eating behavior and the regulation of body weight. The prevalence of obesity is higher in women (in Germany, where this study was conducted, women ¼ 20.2%, men ¼ 17.1%) and differences between genders regarding eating-related social and environmental factors, as well as dietary behaviors 36, 37 and the biological regulation of body weight, 38, 39 have been The coordinates are given in MNI space. CRE, cognitive restraint of eating; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
Neural correlates of regulating food desire M Hollmann et al described. In addition, there is evidence of partly separate neural mechanisms in response to food and in the control of eating behavior for both genders. 35, [40] [41] [42] Furthermore, neural correlates of eating behavior are not only influenced by gender but also by obesity, a fact, which is repeatedly reported in the literature. ) in our study to avoid greater confounding effects such as gender and variability of body weight. Future research should address gender-related differences in how the brain moderates the regulation of the desire for food in obese as compared with that in lean individuals.
Conclusion
Here, we show that healthy volunteers are able to deliberately achieve control over their desire for palatable food. This regulatory process involves the prefrontal control-related brain areas (that is, the DLPFC and IFG) as well as the cortical and sub-cortical regions connected to valuation processes, interoceptive awareness and reward signaling. We did not find general differences between subjects in the normal BMI range (n ¼ 17) and overweight BMI range (n ¼ 3) concerning brain activation, most likely owing to a lack of statistical power. However, we found a greater degree of CRE behavior in subjects with a higher BMI, associated with increased activation in the DLPFC and the DS, that is, the head of the caudate nucleus, independent of the ability to regulate the desire for food. These findings suggest that subjects with higher cognitive restraint show enhanced cognitive controlrelated activity (that is, as suggested by increased activations in the DLPFC and the caudate while evaluating food). A possible explanation is that overweight individuals have to recruit cognitive control areas because of impaired homeostatic regulation. This enhanced control would not necessarily lead to a loss of weight if it is not sufficient to counterbalance the hypo-function of homeostatic signaling, especially in everyday situations, where, for example, diverted attention and stress are external factors crucial in shaping eating behavior.
Strengthening cognitive control using reappraisal strategies in situations pertaining to daily life might be a promising approach for intervention, at least for individuals who are not severely overweight. With the experimental procedures presented, we provide a solid base for further studies of regulatory mechanisms in this context.
